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firms in particular localities.  Third, and perhaps most important, this method provides no indication of what happened to those workers and resources that were displaced from these particular firms.  Did they find alternative employment or remain unemployed? Since there is no rnarket-wide measure of the degree of shortage, this important element in the determination of the final degree of displaceraent is missing.
We believe that the technical Problems with each of the studies estimating displacement in the entitlement program are sufficient to prevent confidence in accepting any given point estimate of its magnitude.
There remain several other concerns about the entitlement evalua-tion's findings. The in-program and postprogram findings vary con-siderably by site. As noted above, we are convinced that the positive in-program effects are sound, but we are not so convinced with regard to postprogram effects. The postprogram results for weekly earnings show a negative effect for Baltimore (relative to Cleveland), while Cincinnati had an equal absolute value positive effect (relative to Louisville) with a smaller sample size than Baltimore, and the effect for rural Mississippi was positive.  Hence, the finding of an overall positive postprogram effect is influenced considerably by the results for Mississippi.
In other words, if the analysis is limited to urban sites, the average effect is zero or slightly negative.  The researchers explain the negative Baltimore effect by noting an unexpectedly healthy Cleveland economy that might dirainish the quality of the match over time. However, Baltimore was described äs the best run of the programs. Because of across-site disparities in results and because it does not seem plausible to average rural and urban sites, the entitlement program results are most appropriately viewed äs separate case studies.  It is therefore difficult to see how to extract results on postprogram• effects that are generalizable to the nation äs a whole.
The estimated postprogram effects of the entitlement program vary considerably across demographic subgroups äs well äs sites. The postprogram earnings effects for young black males are (norninally) twice those for young black females, $13.66 and $6.13 respectively, but the estimates for females are not significantly different from zero. The postprogram effect on weekly earnings for older (17- to 20-year-old) black youths was $4.14, and the effect for 15- to 16-year-old whites and Hispanics was one-sixth the size of the effect for comparable blacks, approximately $1.53 per week.  Both effects were statistically signif icant. **
** This result is based on the weighted averages of estimated weekly earnings effects.  The weekly earnings effect of $9.11 for the young black cohort (Denver/Phoenix included) declines to $7.45 for the füll young cohort, i.e., when Hispanic and white youths are added (Farkas et al., 1984). Using the sample weights, we computed the estimated

